ixo®

design by ROHDE & GRAHL

An individualist with many talents

®

ixo

The ixo® leave nothing to chance.
The styles of all models have been perfectly coordinated
and convince despite their individual and homogeneous
looks. This can be seen all around.

Futuristic |
Innovative design by
ROHDE & GRAHL.
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However you twist and turn it:
ixo® style convinces. Despite sophisticated
upholstery technique all ixo® models
feature consistent aesthetics - equipped
with breathable mesh back, fully upholstered
with fabric or plastic back and upholstery.
This trio is available with four different
synchronizing mechanisms which provide
a dynamic sitting position at all times.

Front

ixo® – The trio for perfect sitting comfort

ixo® | with mesh and canvas
More design options are not possible! The ixo® breathable backrest - with black (optionally coloured) mesh
on the front and fabric canvas on the back - offers every imaginable flexibility in the choice of colours
and upholstery materials. In addition, stylish or fun accents can be set with black or polished optional
equipment and accessories. These will fully meet individual and corporate design requirements.

ixo® | upholstery
Colourful variety for beginners: The upholstery of this classic ixo® model can be covered with all materials and optionally be refined with mesh trims as style characteristic element. The design is completed with
the backrest’s matt plastic shells distinctive grain. Thus, the ixo® is an eye-catcher in the office - and is
therefore the perfect model, even for demanding users.

ixo® | fully upholstered and headrest
Exclusive and futuristic design: In terms of comfort and elegance nobody fools the ixo® in the fully upholstered version! The entire backrest is comfortably padded and covered with fabric. This ixo® gives you individual freedom of design: The backrest’s back and headrest as well as the trims can optionally be covered in
mesh. As you can see, the ixo® convinces in every aspect.

Matt appearance |
The back shell’s back is
finely grained.

facts

The ixo® range comes with four different synchronizing mechanisms and always offer an
excellent healthy and ergonomic comfort.
Certifications:
GS-TÜV Süd, NPR 1813 examined TNO Delft, ergonomically tested TÜV Süd.

Type 30/31

■

Opening angle 30°

Synchronous mechanism comfort

■

Movement ratio of seat to backrest
corresponds to 1:2,9

■

Individual weight adjustment, with
rotary handle, adjustable from
45 - 145 kg

■

Opening angle between seat and backrest
of max 30°, lockable in 10 positions, the
lock can be unlocked blow-back proof

■

Seat tilt adjustable in 2 positions,
0° and 4° (Type 31)

Type 45/47

■

Opening angle 22°

Synchronous mechanism

■

Movement ratio of seat to backrest
corresponds to 1:1,8

■

Individual weight adjustment, with
rotary handle adjustable from
45 - 145 kg

■

Opening angle between seat and backrest
of max 22°, lockable in 5 positions, the
lock can be unlocked blow-back proof

■

Seat tilt adjustable in 2 positions,
0° and 4° (only Type 47)
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